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Femicides: the other growing
epidemic we don’t want to see
By Natalia Gutiérrez

Introduction
I worked for 18 months with the feminist community. I wanted to understand
how the media is covering issues around feminism if there’s enough and
dignified coverage on femicide, and how the women in this community feel
about media, but my most important goal was to know how I could help the
community through journalism.

Background and context
At the time I had to choose a community I was living in in Mexico City and one
of the most important news stories in 2019 and 2020 was around feminism.
Protests, abortion, and the #metoo movement were on the cover of Mexican
media outlets. It wasn’t only American media writing about what was
happening in Mexico but also international media like The Guardian which was
covering it regularly. It seemed a new feminist Latin American wave was born
at that time.

Mexican newspapers with feminist issues on the front page
This is a topic that I care about because I consider myself a feminist. I am a
woman and I want all women around the globe to live a more secure and fair
life, with the same opportunities as men. I get inspired by all the women who
are out on the streets fighting for this every day. I am also a second-generation
survivor of domestic violence and I experienced some of this horrible situation
myself.
I’ve always cared about this issue: even when I worked in urban issues, I was
giving talks on how the way we use transportation is not the same for women
and men. Also, when I worked at the NYT en Español I took opportunities to
talk to women and learn what they were doing. It was only natural for me to try
to help this community through journalism.

Tell us what you did for your practicum and why you chose your
approach
In my first semester, I explored different topics within the feminist
community. I interviewed around 15 people – from activists, lawyers, mothers
of victims to survivors and experts. I saw different paths to take during my
next semesters, but there was one topic that every person would mention or
talk about: femicides. Even the community I was building after I moved to NYC.
This is the most extreme form of gender-based violence and it is defined by the
U.N. as “the intentional killing of women or girls because they are female.” I
could see how femicides were important for everyone and I was already
thinking of doing something related to it.
As I was thinking this, in class we were working with THE CITY on the project
“Missing Them”, a memorial for New Yorkers that died of COVID-19. One of
my teachers recommended I work on something similar for my community,
with victims of femicides instead of people who died of COVID. I thought it was
a great idea and after talking to some members of my community we agreed it
was a necessary project. That’s how my project for my practicum was born – I
was building a digital memorial for victims of femicide.
This crime affects every other topic I discussed, and I thought it was important
enough to dive a little deeper. I made this decision after more interviews and
listening to how everyone talked about it because at first, I didn’t want to focus
on this topic. I knew it mattered but it is such a horrible crime that I knew it
was going to have a toll on me and it did. While investigating for the digital
memorial for victims of femicides I had to investigate how the women I was
writing about were killed and I would dream about them. Also, when I
interviewed some of the survivors of dating violence, I had to take some time
off after hearing all the things they had been through as barely teenagers. I
knew it was going to be hard and I avoided it for the first semester but not long
after I knew I had to listen to my community and do something in that area. It
was clear that femicides were one of the most important — if not the most
important — issues in the feminist community.
I researched different memorials around the world and took ideas from there. I
wanted to build a website where the most important element would be the

story of the victims of femicide. Showing their pictures and being able to
expand on their story was also fundamental. I experimented with different
templates and even platforms but decided on something very clean on
Squarespace.

Screenshot of the website
For this website, I relied on my previous reporting in Mexico City and New York
City. I also relied on the project Women Count USA. This is a femicide
accountability project created by Dawn Wilcox, a nurse in Texas who is
donating her time to collect data on women and girls murdered by men in the
U.S. Something that doesn’t exist in official records. Wilcox gathers
information about these women that can be found in local newspapers and
organizes them on her website where she keeps tables of different years.
That’s how I found the story of Solei Spears, a 20-years old student who was
killed in her house in New York by her mother’s ex-partner.
Another characteristic of doing the digital memorial for victims of femicide
that I was excited about is that in Mexico there aren’t really memorials or
websites for obituaries and there are always spaces needed to remember loved
ones and especially victims of crimes.

How I decided the obituaries/stories
As I did my reporting, I saw different cases that were paradigmatic in the
feminist community and that had changed something from the social fabric.
The first one I chose was the case of Maria de Jesús Jaimes Zamudio. Marichuy
as she is known was 19 years old when she was a victim of femicide. Her case
was first declared as suicide, drawing attention from the media and the
community. I had interviewed her mother, Yesenia Zamudio, several times in
Mexico City. I had talked to her and had heard her story a few times and had
seen firsthand her passion when talking about Marichuy. That passion was
able to change her daughter’s case from suicide to femicide and now the
suspects have an arrest warrant. There’s also a bill proposal to make January
16, Marichuy’s death the national day against femicide in Mexico. All of that
was a consequence of Yesenia Zamudio’s job. She fought for years and she
served as an inspiration for other mothers of victims. That’s why I started with
Marichiy’s story.
I found Glady Ricart’s story reporting on the ground. I heard of the Bride’s
march on Facebook and through some friends that knew what my community
was. I had investigated Glady’s death but being on the march was completely
different. There was a lot of passion involved, there were many women dressed
and talking about domestic violence. I got to interview one person who knew
Gladys and a family member. I knew I wanted to write about her case because
the Bride’s march had become a national movement in the U.S. because of her.
20 years after her murder people still remember and honor her by doing this
walk.
I have two more stories on hold: Lesvy Berlín, a 22-year-old student who was
found dead in the National University of Mexico in 2017 and was sentenced as a
suicide before pressure from the community and Soléi Spears, a 20-year-old
political science major at Baruch College who was killed by her mother’s
ex-boyfriend in her Brooklyn home alongside her mother a 16-year-old sister.
I wish to do more reporting and interview people related to each case before
publishing these two stories. I reached out to Lesvy’s mother in Mexico City
but she wasn’t available to interview these past two months. For Soléi’s case, I
still need to find someone to reach out to, they were survived by her
9-year-old sister.

I want to continue reporting and writing more stories. These two were the ones
I could do by myself while finishing the program but more will come as I
continue developing new contacts and have more time to do the reporting.

Promoting the website
Pie de Página is a Mexican outlet that covers femicide from a more human side
than other outlets in Mexico. I talked to them in October to ask them for help
and collaboration but they couldn’t as they are a small team and the pandemic
has them already occupied. We did talk of an interview where they could show
the memorial website and why I did it. It couldn’t be done before December due
to capacity on their side but we talked about doing it in January.
I also talked to Dan Wilcox from Women Count USA about the memorial and
she was interested in helping promote it. She also said she could talk about it in
a book chapter she’s writing about femicide. I couldn’t reach out before
graduation but will do in early January.
On my side, I made an Instagram and Twitter account to promote the website
and they don’t have content yet but my idea to distribute it is to show data of
this problem, to talk about what is happening in Mexico because there is more
data and perhaps to show photos and part of the story I made for the website. I
am not sure because I would like to talk to the families first.
I will also try to give some interviews, especially in Mexico where the topic is
already in the public eye. I will share the website with my community and ask
them to help me distribute it. Because we’re at the end of the year this will take
in January 2022. I also have a newsletter about this and it will help me promote
the memorial. An influencer I want to reach is Mona Eltahawy who has a
feminist newsletter that talks about the state of gender violence around the
world. I will reach out through Twitter. I will also use my own social media
channels to promote my projects.
Members of my community who I might not be serving very well could be
Spanish speakers I interviewed in Spanish but because my final projects are in
English, I can’t share in the same way. I would love to translate all the websites

in the future. Because my community is mainly made up of women, I didn’t try
to talk to men and they’re also a big part of this community. In the words of
Dan Wilcox from Women Count USA: “This is a men's problem to solve just like
racism is white people's problem to solve.” And to reach such a different
audience I would need to change the strategy.
When asking my community if they saw a benefit and a need to do this project,
the feedback was very positive. Some said:

“What brings awareness to these questions, is always good. There are so
many weapons that are used to kill people, we can use every weapon of
creativity to heal people and to help people.” — Zaid Mohamed, during the
Brides’ March
“This (femicide) is something that you see but you don’t see, so this (the
memorial) might stop something. Because this has to stop.” — Shekebea
Wright during the Brides’ March
“I think it (the memorial) will be very helpful because you’re introducing the
women as who they were so they’ll be memorialized, and their lives will be
remembered.” — Suzy Torres, who attended the Brides’ March

Credit: Natalia Gutiérrez

Metrics, outcomes and impact
During these 18 months, I’ve had some impact doing this work. For example,
one of the first things I did after interviewing members of my community was
to write a 2500-word explainer about what was happening with the feminist
movement in Mexico City. It was published in ROAR Magazine under the title:
Mexican feminists raise their voices against patriarchy. It was my first
long-form piece in English. I asked the magazine if they could share some
metrics with me but they said they didn’t have any. They think my story could
have “between 1500 - 2000 unique hits”.

Using Crowdtangle I could see this link has a total of 1,929 engagements on
Facebook – that means it had 1,626 reactions, 48 comments, and 255 shares. It
was also posted 14 times on Facebook and the total followers of the pages that
shared it was 207,766 followers. In Reddit it was posted 5 times, total
interactions were 122 and the total followers of the Subreddit subscribers that
shared it is 586,165. On Twitter, it was retweeted more than 50 times among
several accounts and the URL had more than 70 likes.
The qualitative impact it had is more tangible. My editors at ROAR Magazine
told me it was going to be reposted on Progressive International. Two different
people contacted me to ask for permission to translate this piece; the first one
into Spanish and was posted on a blog called Mandhala that publishes topics
around feminism. The second person asked me to translate it into Turkish;
Melisa Gençgül contacted me on behalf of the Bogazici University Women's
Studies Club because in her words “it is important for us to know about the
feminist movements around the world. Also, femicide is a serious point of
discussion in Turkey too. We believed that it would be interesting and inspiring
to give a perspective to feminist women students on campus and feminist
women in general.” This is the type of impact that makes me proud because I
wasn’t expecting to reach a lot of people. This showed me the feminist
movement in Mexico is a growing force and people want to know that story.
In May I helped co-organize the second Feminist Fair in Fort Greene Park with
members of my community. In total there were around 30 people who were
directly visiting the fair and I’d add more than 50 people who were around and
stopped to ask about the physical memorial for women killed by men we set up
or who was involved in the poetry reading/singing. I promoted the event on my
Twitter, Instagram account and on Facebook groups. I was surprised to see
men asking us about the women in the pictures; they wanted to know what had
happened to them and after explaining what femicide is they seemed to
disapprove of what men had done. It was different and encouraging to see. I
thought more people would come to the fair to join us. It seems we didn’t
promote the event early enough and with Covid still happening we received
fewer people than we had thought. It was still nice but next time I would try to
promote earlier, I would try to spread the word in other in-person events and
to collaborate with the community or other people to distribute the info in
more channels.

During the fall, I attended the Brides’ March, a walk that goes from
Washington Heights to the Bronx to remember Gladys Ricart, a woman who
was killed on her wedding day by her ex-boyfriend. I interviewed around 10
attendees; in total there were around 100 people marching. Organizers were
giving away information about domestic violence and people receiving flyers
would almost always stop and ask about the walk. In 2020 it was online due to
the pandemic, but this year it was in person again, and you could really see the
impact of these people marching and chanting on the streets. I asked if the
number of people was similar to what they had received before the pandemic
and they said it seemed very similar and that they grow each year.
I recently launched a website and a newsletter, but I don’t yet have metrics to
show around the two products.

Reflect on the bigger picture
A)What did you learn through this process? What went well? What are you most proud of?
What might you do differently if you had to do it all over again? What challenges did you face
and how did you overcome them?

This time working with a community that I care about so much such as the
feminist community has been very rewarding. I learned they want to partner
with journalism, and they are willing to give their time for free if that means to
teach more people about what they do. Opposite to what I thought, most of
them think journalism is helping the movement. I also learned almost all the
people I interviewed want media outlets to tell better stories about them, not
only about how they are protesting but about why women are getting killed by
men without blaming the victim.
One of my biggest obstacles was trying to connect and build trust with my
community by Zoom due to the pandemic. But I am still grateful I got to
organize and attend some in-person events later in the year. Thanks to that I
received a lot of feedback and I realized how people were thankful to see a
journalist caring about the feminist movement.

I interviewed most members of my community on Zoom

If I could do this all over again, I would love to be in NYC from the first
semester. I think being in two different cities was a little confusing for some of
my teachers. If I were only in NYC I wouldn’t have that problem and I would
start building my community asap and would have been able to deepen the
relationship by the second semester. Although I am grateful for having the
diversity I have from both cities, and that I could almost find an extension in
NYC of the community I built in Mexico City.
B) What are *most critical* insights you have developed into the practice of engagement
journalism as it applies to your community? How might you distill a handful (3 to 5) of best
practices for engaging this community (and tell us how you know this)? If you had to offer
advice to someone who was just starting out in serving this community, what would you tell
them? Apply lessons from all of your coursework as relevant.

I would tell other people to:
1. Don’t be afraid to explore different paths within the community. I knew I
wanted to work with the feminist community but at the end of the first
semester I wasn’t sure what my focus was going to be. I had several
options in mind and in the end I decided to go with the one I heard the
most. I think it was a great choice but choosing another path would also
be engaging, exciting and helpful. What I am trying to say is that there
isn’t only one right choice.

2. Experiment with different ways of listening. Use platforms, ask
questions, ask for voice audios, etc. There are all types of women in the
community and not all of them work in the same way. So be open about
changing tactics, platforms or even language. The goal is to build
common ground, build trust and listen to what they think.
3. Be prepared to talk about sensitive and emotional issues, be empathetic
when interviewing someone who just lost someone and be conscious
about your own mental health. If I have learned something about
working on such a sensitive topic, it’s to allow myself to feel and to seem
human. I also learned to respect my own limits and rest when the topic
was too much for me.
4. Don’t forget to include men’s voices in the mix. They are not the focus of
all the conversations, but it is important to include them and do listening
exercises with them. Femicide and other crimes cannot be stopped
without men understanding their role in the issue.
5. Be prepared to change your mind. No community is a monolith. It’s like a
living organism that is changing constantly. You get there thinking you
know and understand how things are and work and after a few
interviews, you realize you know nothing about what they are going
through. It’s better just to listen and then change. That is always
appreciated.

***Appendix***

Text: one piece published or unpublished
● ROAR Magazine, Mexican feminists raise their voices against patriarchy.
For this story, I interviewed around 15 people that were inside the
feminist movement in Mexico City. I wrote an explainer of what was
happening, how we got to that point, what was the politics around it,
what were the different movements inside the bigger movement. I talked
to radical feminists, activists, journalists covering the beat, lawyers.
● “Our system is not made to provide justice”: Mexico’s gender violence
crisis is far from over. This was the result of a long interview I made with
Yesenia Zamudio, the mother of Marichuy, a 19-year-old victim of
femicide. After her daughter’s murder, Zamudio has become an
important activist in the feminist movement. In Mexico, 10 women are
killed every day, and femicides are a growing problem. While the
government diminishes the seriousness of this crisis mothers like
Zamudio are going out to the streets looking for justice.
Multimedia piece
● To protest or resist: feminist women struggle to protest gender violence
or to face the ‘Ateneas’, a special women police unit whose job is to
contain women and marches, as they say in a pacific way but almost
every time both sides end up in conflict. I interviewed the director of the
police unit where she says they have never hurt protesters but they have
only acted in self-defense. I also talked to activist Yesenia Zamudio
where she says she was hurt by one of the officers. This problem is
framed in a wider problem of misogyny, harassment, and sexual abuse
the policewomen are also facing inside their own institution. To build
this story I used original content from several interviews along with clips
from news of the protests for the International Day for the Elimination
of Violence against Women on November 25, 2020, in Mexico City.
● Slideshow. This piece is made of videos and pictures. I tried to keep the
fun and informal environment of the interview through Violenta’s voice,
my main subject.

Data piece
● 2020 was one of the deadliest years for women in Mexico. For this piece,
I researched raw data from the Mexican Government and downloaded
their homicide databases. I filtered by women murders and use only two
specific types of crime: femicide and “homicidio doloso” (intentional
homicide) to count all the femicides. The data came divided by month, so
I had to sum them and use only the yearly total to clean all the monthly
data. After making sure I left only the data I needed, I made eight
different pivot tables to get the numbers right and for the map, I use the
Mexican states to get the geolocation in Datawrapper.
Social Media Platform
● I’ve mostly used Instagram to connect with my community. I used the
format of stories to do a different type of storytelling. I like using polls,
GIFs, Stickers and emojis to be more human at the moment of making a
connection. They are one of my best ways to get people to see what I
post; each story is usually seen by almost 300 people. The only downside
is that they disappear after 24 hours, but I keep the most important ones
in a highlight I did for NYC. I usually tag institutions, organizations and
the people in my community so they can see me and know that I am
promoting their job or social channels.
Ethics
● Ethical guidelines for my community from Law and Ethics class.
Interactive product or service
● Digital memorial for victims of femicide. This is my final project and the
one I think involves all my community and its needs. As I explain in the
introduction, femicides is a very sensitive issue that affects everyone in
the feminist community, and that came up in my interviews over and
over. The digital memorial for victims of femicide wants to be a space to
name, remember and honor the women who shouldn’t have been killed.
Some members of the community also said it could be a space to give out
information for prevention. I wish it can be all of that in the future. My
goal is to continue reporting and writing the stories of these women,
focusing on their lives not only on how they were killed. My next steps
are to find an organization to collaborate and expand my labor.

● Impertinente Newsletter. I created this newsletter as a way to unite the
feminist community in NYC. Impertinente means impertinent and it was
voted as the name for this product by members of my community
because it expresses women who fight for themselves and won’t keep
quiet. That’s what I want to show in my newsletter. A community of
women who are always helping other women in their neighborhoods. I
think the least we can do is to know their names and their stories.
Medium post
● This is what I learned and did in my 18 months of doing an M.A. in
Engagement Journalism

